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Abstract 

Cliques are complete subgraphs of a graph. In this note we show that minimum sets of 
maximal cliques covering, respectively partitioning the edge set of a graph can be computed 
efficiently for certain superclasses of the class of line graphs. 

A clique is any complete subgraph of a given graph G, inclusion-maximal cliques 
are denoted as maxcliques. A clique covering or maxclique covering of G is a set of 
cliques, respectively maxcliques such that every edge of the graph lies in some of these 
cliques. A clique partition or maxclique partition is an edge-disjoint clique covering, 
respectively maxclique covering. Note that such a maxclique partition does not 
always exist. 

The numbers cc(G) and cp(G) are defined as the minimum cardinalities of any 
clique covering or clique partition of G, respectively. Surely, there is even some 
maxclique covering with cc(G) elements. If some maxclique partition of G exists, then 
the smallest cardinality of such a partition is denoted mcp(G). It is easy to see that 
cc(G) < cp(G) ( < mcp(G) if this number is defined) for every graph G. 

These coverings and partitions have many applications [7] and have been widely 
studied; see [S] for a survey. However, computing cc, mcp, and cp is in general 
NP-complete; see [l] and [lo]. 

Orlin [4] derived formulas for cc(G) and cp(G) for line graphs G. The line graph 

L(H) of a graph H has all edges of H as vertices, and two such distinct vertices are 
adjacent whenever the corresponding edges share a vertex in H. Orlin’s formulas 
make use of the “root” H of G, that is a graph with L(H) ‘v G. For a natural 
generalization of line graphs - the so-called “facet graphs” - such roots are not always 
available. In the present paper we are going to show that cc(G) and mcp(G) can be 
computed for some superclasses of the class of facet graphs in polynomial time. 
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The 2-overlap clique graph g,(G) of a graph G has all maxcliques of G as vertices, 
and two such vertices are adjacent whenever the corresponding maxcliques have some 
common edge (i.e. at least two common vertices) [S]. A unicliqual edge is an edge that 
lies in only one maxclique. Clearly, any maxclique containing some unicliqual edge 
must appear in any maxclique covering of the graph. We color these maxcliques and 
the corresponding vertices in gz(G) red. A bicliqual edge lies in exactly two maxcliques. 
First we are investigating the class of those graphs where every edge is unicliqual or 
bicliqual. 

Remark 1. Zf every edge of the graph G = (V, E) is unicliqual or bicliqual, and if 
G contains no isolated vertices, then g*(G) has at most IE( vertices and at most IEJ edges. 

To prove the above result, let E,, denote the set of all edges of G that lie in no 
triangle. These edges form exactly the maxcliques of cardinality 2. Any other edge lies 
in at most two maxcliques. Any other maxclique contains at least three edges (recall 
that there are no maxcliques of cardinality 1). Consequently, G contains at most 
1 EOl + 2( 1 E\EO l/3) < I E I maxcliques. Next we show that there is some one-to-one 
mappingffrom the edge set of g2(G) into the set of bicliqual edges of G. For any edge 
CD of g2(G), the maxcliques have common edges by definition, we choose any of these 
asf(CD). Edges lying in both C and D lie in no further maxclique by our assumptions 
on G; this is the reason whyf is one-to-one. 

Theorem 2. Let G be a graph with only unicliqual or bicliqual edges, and let R denote the 
set of all red vertices in g2(G). Now a subset W of the vertex set of g2(G) forms 
a maxclique covering of G ifand only ifR E W and V (g2(G))\ W is independent in g2(G). 

Proof. Let W form a maxclique covering of G. The necessity of R c W was already 
stated above. Assume there were adjacent vertices C and D in V(gz(G))\ W, then there 
is some common edge in the maxcliques C and D. By our assumption that edge lies in 
no other maxclique, a contradiction to being covered by some maxclique of W. 

Let now conversely V(g,(G))\ W be independent and let R c W. Every edge lies in 
some maxclique, and every edge that lies in some member of W is covered. So let us 
consider any edge e in a maxclique C of G, a member of V(g2(G))\ W. Since any red 
vertex lies in W, the edge e must be bicliqual, whence it also lies in another maxclique 
D. In gz(G), D is a neighbor of C, whence D E W by the independence of V(g2(G))\ W. 
So e is covered by some member of W. 0 

Consequently, under these assumptions for G, cc(G) can be computed efficiently 
provided maximum independent sets can be found in all subgraphs of gz(G) (in 
particular in g2 (G)\ R). This is true if g2 (G) is bipartite. Note that this property alone 
implies that any edge of G is unicliqual or bicliqual (since any edge that lies in at least 
3 maxcliques of G gives rise to a triangle in g2(G)). In that case the following algorithm 
computes cc(G) in time O(nm), where n := I VI and m := I E I. 
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Algorithm 3 
Input: A connected graph G whose 2-overlap clique graph g2(G) is bipartite. 
Output: cc(G). 

(1) Compute g2(G); 
(2) Color red each vertex of gz(G) whose corresponding maxclique contains some 

unicliqual edge; 
(3) Find some maximum independent set U in g2(G)\R; 

(4) cc(G):= I Vh(G))\Ul; 

Step (1) can be implemented to run in time O(n((!J - m)m) = O(n3m), if we apply 
the algorithm in [9]. This algorithm lists all maxcliques of an arbitrary graph with 
q maxcliques in time O(n((:) - m)q), and recall Remark 1. However we are able to 
improve this bound to O(nm) for our special graph class (Algorithm 7), as will be 
shown in the appendix. Step (2) can be executed during the execution of step (l), but in 
any case it requires only time O(nm). Step (3) can be done in time O(m3”) < O(nm) by 
the algorithm of [2]; recall again that g,(G) has at most m edges. So the overall 
complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(nm) if we use Algorithm 7 as a subroutine. 

Concentrating on graphs with bipartite 2-overlap clique graph rather than on 
graphs with only unicliqual and bicliqual edges was done for practical reasons in the 
maxclique covering problem. I do not know how to tackle the problem in the larger 
class. However, for the maxclique partition problem it is quite natural to make this 
restriction, since otherwise we could not expect to have a solution. 

Corollary 4. Let G be a graph with all edges unicliqual or bicliqual. Then G has 
a maxclique partition if and only if g,(G) is bipartite and has a bipartition with all red 
vertices in one partition class. 

Proof. A maxclique covering W of G is a maxclique partition if and only if W is an 
independent vertex set in gz(G). Now the result follows by Theorem 2. 0 

Thus, the following algorithm tests for any graph with only unicliqual and bicliqual 
edges whether it allows a maxclique partition, and computes mcp(G) if possible. 

Algorithm 5 
Input: A connected graph G with only uni- or bicliqual edges. 
Output: mcp(G), if existing. 

(1) Compute gz(G); 
(2) Color red each vertex of g*(G) whose corresponding maxclique contains some 

unicliqual edge; 
(3) Compute the connected components of g2(G); 
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(4) FOR every connected component Q of g2(G) DO 
(a) Test whether Q is bipartite; IF not, THEN DO PRINT(mcp(G) is not 

defined); STOP; OD; 
(b) Compute the (unique) bipartition A,, B,; 
(c) IF some vertices of Q (say in Ao) are red THEN DO 

IF some vertex in B, is red THEN DO PRINT(mcp(G) is not defined); 
STOP; OD 
OTHERWISE q(Q):= I&l; OD; 

(d) IF no vertex of Q is red THEN q(Q):= min{~AQ~,~B,(}; 

(5) mcp(G) := &q(Q); STOP. 

The order of the running time of the algorithm is again O(nm). For steps (1) and (2) 
we use again the algorithm in the appendix. Steps (3) and (4) can be implemented to 
run in linear time (measured in g,(G)) by breadth first search. By Remark 1, step (1) is 
a bottleneck for the running time. 

Let us now turn our attention to facet graphs. A pure simplicial complex is any pair 
(P, d), consisting on a finite set P (the set of points) and some set A of subsets (called 
faces) of P with the following properties: (i) any subset of a face must be a face and (ii) 
the inclusion-maximal faces (called facets) have all the same cardinality. A graph 
G = (V, E) is a facet graph if there is some bijection between the vertices of G and the 
facets of some pure simplicial complex such that two vertices are adjacent if and only if 
the corresponding facets are as close together as could be, i.e. differ in only one vertex 
[3]. This is a generalization of the notion of line graph, since line graphs are exactly 
the facet graphs of pure one-dimensional simplicial complexes. 

Theorem 6 (Le and Prisner [3]). g,(G) is bipartite for anyfacet graph G. 

Consequently, Algorithms 3 and 5 can be applied for facet graphs. 

Appendix 

We switch over to a faster form of computation of g,(G) in the case this graph is 
bipartite. The idea is to generate all maxcliques of G by looking at the edges e one after 
another and computing the (one or two) maxcliques containing e. In this way we 
generate a list C(l), C(2), . . . of all maxcliques of G. Let e = xy be a fixed edge. @(e) 
denotes the set of indices of those maxcliques containing e. Let CN(xy) or shortly CN 
denote the “common neighborhood” of the vertices x and y, i.e. the set of all vertices 
adjacent or equal to both x and y. H(xy) or H denotes the set of those vertices in CN 
adjacent to all other vertices in CN; by the definition x, y E H. If H = CN, then CN is 
complete, a maxclique in fact, and e is unicliqual. H # CN means CN being not 
complete, i.e. there are nonadjacent vertices a and b in CN. In this case e is bicliqual 
and the two maxcliques are A:= {z eCN/az EE} and B:= {z gCN/bz EE}. 
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It is possible to make some shortcuts: if e is bicliqual and we have already computed 
Q(e), then we are done with all edges xz, yz with z E H(xy)\{x, y}. For all edges zx, zy 
with z E CN(xy)\H(xy), we have at least found one of the maxcliques in this case. In 
case e is unicliqual, we have also found at least one of the maxcliques for 

ZX,ZY,Z ~CWy)\{x,y}. Th is information can be used in the further runs for the 
other edges. It results in a serious improvement of the running time. 

Algorithm 7 
Input: A connected graph G = (I/, E) with bipartite g2(G). 
Output: g,(G). 
j:= 0; 
FOR every e = xy E E DO 
CASE( l@(e)1 = 2) (say Q(e) = {p, k}) DO 

Join p and k in gz(G) OD; 
CASE(l@(e)l = 1) (say Q(e) = {p}) DO 

Compute CN; 
IF CN\C(p) # 8 THEN 

Choose b E CN\C(p); j:= j + 1; 
C(j):= {z ECN/bz GE}; 
For everyfEE(C(j)) DO a(f):= @(f)u{j}; 
Join p and j in gz(G); 

FI 
IF CN = C(p) THEN color p red FI; 

OD 
CASE(@(e) = 0) DO 

Compute CN; 
Check all a E CN\{ x, y} UNTIL 

(there is some b E CN with ab#E or all vertices have been checked); 
IF we have found nonadjacent a, b E CN THEN 

FOR t E {a, b} DO 
(j:= j + 1; C(j):= {z ECN/tz EE}; 
FOR everyfEE(C(j)) DO G(S):= @(f)u{j} OD; OD); 

Join j and j - 1 in gz(G); 
OTHERWISE 
(j:= j + 1; C(j):= CN; 
FOR everyfsE(C(j)) DO Q(f):= @(f)u{j} OD; 
Color j red;); 

OD 

RRINT(g,(G)); 
END. 

We show that the running time is O(nm). The case (l@(e)1 = 2) runs can be 
neglected. 
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The total running time of all case (I Q(e)1 = 1) runs requires time O(m), since every 
edge of G appears at most once as edge in that C(j). 

Now look at any particular run of the remaining case (1 Q(e)1 = 0). Once vertices 
a and b have been found, the remainder takes only time O(n). The expensive part is the 
search for such vertices a and b. Each fruitless check of some vertex z takes [CNl 
comparisons, but increases the cardinality of H by 1 (since z EH then). Thus, the 
complexity of one run of this third case is O(n(H(). Note that for at least (‘:I) edges uw 
the cardinality of the actual state of @(uw) increases at the end of this run. These 
cardinalities never decrease, and they are bounded by 2. 

Now assume that this part of the algorithm runs t times with edges e,, e2, . . . , e,. Let 

H(eJ, WeA . . . , H(e,) denote the corresponding H-sets. Then 

according to the increasing cardinalities argument. This implies 

C IH( G 4% 
j=l 

since k < 2(i) for k 2 2. Then the overall computing time of all these runs of case 3 is 

O(nm). 
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